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ABSTRACT

Insertion sequences (ISs) are simple transposable
elements present in most bacterial and archaeal
genomes and play an important role in genomic evo-
lution. The recent expansion of sequenced genomes
offers the opportunity to study ISs comprehensively,
but this requires efficient and accurate tools for IS
annotation. We have developed an open-source
program called OASIS, or Optimized Annotation
System for Insertion Sequences, which automatic-
ally annotates ISs within sequenced genomes.
OASIS annotations of 1737 bacterial and archaeal
genomes offered an unprecedented opportunity to
examine IS evolution. At a broad scale, we found
that most IS families are quite widespread;
however, they are not present randomly across
taxa. This may indicate differential loss, barriers to
exchange and/or insufficient time to equilibrate
across clades. The number of ISs increases with
genome length, but there is both tremendous vari-
ation and no increase in IS density for genomes
>2 Mb. At the finer scale of recently diverged
genomes, the proportion of shared IS content falls
sharply, suggesting loss and/or emergence of
barriers to successful cross-infection occurs
rapidly. Surprisingly, even after controlling for 16S
rRNA sequence divergence, the same ISs were
more likely to be shared between genomes labeled
as the same species rather than as different
species.

INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing number of sequenced bacterial and
archaeal genomes provides a valuable opportunity to
understand genome architecture and evolution.
However, as new high-throughput sequencing methods
are developed, genome annotation quickly becomes the
bottleneck for genomic research. Despite the development
of various annotation programs for particular genomic
features, some important features such as insertion se-
quences (ISs), the smallest and simplest autonomous
mobile genetic elements, remain poorly annotated.
ISs are short regions of DNA, usually between 700 and

3000 bp long that can move or copy themselves within a
genome through self-transposition. The majority of ISs
possess one or two open reading frames (ORFs) that
encode a transposase. These ORFs are surrounded by
linker regions that frequently end with short-terminal
inverted repeats (IRs) ranging from 7 to 20 bp in length.
Upon insertion, ISs often generate short directed repeats
from 2 to 14 bp immediately outside the IRs (1). Despite
considerable sequence divergence, ISs can be classified
into 26 families based on transposase homology and
overall organization, with some families divided further
into groups (2).
Due to their movement within and across genomes, ISs

not only represent an important source of genetic vari-
ation within genomes but also mediate horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) among organisms and thus play a key
role in genome evolution. Through transposition, ISs
can interrupt the coding region of a gene, or disrupt
promoter regions and alter gene expression. Given that
there can be hundreds of copies of the same IS in a
genome, they can also serve as sites of rearrangements
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such as deletions, duplications and inversions through
homologous recombination. On a practical level, trans-
position has been a classic genetic technique to generate
mutant alleles, generally loss-of-function insertions into
gene products. ISs are thus often regarded as ‘selfish’
genomic parasites proliferating at the cost of their host
and surviving only through horizontal transfer (3). In
contrast, experimental evolution in the laboratory has
demonstrated that both transpositions (4,5) and re-
arrangements (6–10) can also generate beneficial muta-
tions and commonly represent a large portion of the
mutations identified in genomes following a period of
adaptation (11,12).
The most comprehensive resource for ISs is the ISfinder

database (13). ISfinder annotations have been submitted
by users and manually verified by the curators. Therefore,
we assumed this database (as of 17 September 2011) to be
an accurate set of all ISs, but incomplete due to the fact
that genomes are being sequenced faster than they are
annotated to this extent. The most common practice in
genome annotation has been to stop at the point of
labeling ORFs as ‘transposase’ or ‘integrase’ where suffi-
cient homology was observed. Without classification of
ISs into families and enumeration within genomes,
neither broad-scale studies across taxa nor dynamics
within closely related strains are possible.
Previous approaches to annotate ISs across a wide

range of genomes have been either involved internal pipe-
lines, require manual annotation, or have identified very
few elements. An annotation program was used for an
analysis of 19 cyanobacterial and 31 archaeal genomes,
but this has yet to be made publicly available as an auto-
mated pipeline (2). ISSaga is a web application pipeline
that allows semi-automated annotation based on BLAST
against the ISfinder database (14). While ISSaga provides
useful tools both for recognizing transposase ORFs and
for manually curating their edges, it cannot automatically
identify novel ISs not already present in ISfinder. Due to
the requirements for manual annotation of novel elements
and individual submission of genomes online, ISSaga is
impractical for comprehensive evolutionary analyses
involving a large number of sequenced genomes. To our
knowledge, the only publically available program that has
been developed to identify new ISs is IScan (15). This
system utilizes BLAST with a single reference transposase
sequence per IS family to locate novel transposases. An
investigation of ISs in 438 prokaryotic genomes concluded
that, given the limited number of ISs identified by this
approach in most taxa, most IS families are quite
limited in their phylogenetic distribution (16). Whole
taxa, such as the a-proteobacteria, had almost no identi-
fiable ISs via this method, whereas manual annotation has
found genomes of many of these organisms, for example
Methylobacterium extorquens (17), are rather densely
populated with ISs.
To perform a global investigation of ISs in bacterial and

archaeal genomes, we developed OASIS, or Optimized
Annotation System for Insertion Sequences, a computa-
tional tool for automated annotation of ISs. OASIS takes
advantage of widely available transposase annotations to
identify candidate ISs and then uses a computationally

efficient maximum likelihood method of multiple sequence
alignment to identify the edges of each element. Thanks
to its speed and flexibility, OASIS is capable not only
of providing detailed IS information for a single genome
but also of annotating thousands of genomes within
hours, making it a valuable high-throughput tool for a
global investigation of IS distribution across diverse
taxa. We applied OASIS to 1737 sequenced bacterial
and archaeal genomes. Through comparisons across
1319 genomes to a benchmark of ISfinder annotations,
OASIS performed approximately an order of magnitude
better than IScan. With a more comprehensive and
accurate overall picture of IS distribution across
genomes, we were able to address the pattern of ISs evo-
lution at scales ranging from all sequenced Bacteria and
Archaea to diversity between sets of extremely closely
related lineages. Broadly, it is clear that IS families
are quite widespread; however, they are not present
randomly across phyla suggesting either borders to
exchange or insufficient time to equilibrate. Considering
IS number and density with regard to genome length, we
find tremendous variation, and with the exception of
genomes <2Mb which have considerably fewer ISs,
there is no positive correlation of IS density and genome
length. Finally, we find that the proportion of shared IS
content between recently diverged genomes drops quite
quickly. Quite surprisingly, even after 16S divergence is
taken into account, strains labeled as the same species
share more IS elements than those termed as being differ-
ent, suggesting that IS exchange/survival is correlated with
current taxonomy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

OASIS algorithm

OASIS is a free open source program implemented in
Python. It is available at https://github.com/dgrtwo/
OASIS. The input data in this study consisted of the
1737 curated microbial genomes available in NCBI as of
17 September 2011. These genomes were downloaded
from NCBI in GenBank format from the publicly avail-
able server. OASIS uses a library of 3703 ISs from ISfinder
(13), in the form of an amino acid FASTA file, which are
used to identify the family and group of each IS. These
transposase sequences were automatically downloaded
from the ISfinder database on 17 September 2011.

ISs may occur once in a genome or may consist of a set
of almost identical copies (2). ISs in a particular genome
can therefore be classified into two major groups in terms
of copy number: multicopy and single-copy ISs. As there
are distinct levels of information available in each of these
cases, different algorithms perform better with each class.
As such, we have designed OASIS to find these two groups
of ISs in two separate steps: first finding multicopy ISs and
then single-copy ISs. The overall schematic pipeline is
shown in Figure 1.

OASIS identifies multicopy ISs in each genome by
finding conserved regions surrounding already-annotated
transposase genes, which are identified by the word
‘transposase’ in the ‘product’ field of GenBank files.
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The choice to require prior annotation limits use on
unannotated genomic data; however, as published
complete genomes are nearly always annotated to this
level of detail via other pipelines, we feel that the compu-
tational speed gained makes this decision quite worthwhile.
One additional issue is that transposases are occasionally
misannotated as integrases, a term more commonly found
for prophage. In order to avoid false positives from
prophage, which are generally present at single copies in
a genome, genes containing the word ‘integrase’ are con-
sidered only when present in multiple copies. Groups of
transposase genes that compose multiple copies of an IS
are identified by length and sequence similarity. TwoORFs
are considered similar if the identity between the se-
quences, assuming no gaps, is >95%, This threshold
allows for small differences between the transposase se-
quences in multiple copies of the same ISs, though it
should be noted that the great majority of cases of
multiple copies are within 2% of each other. Genes that
fit this similarity threshold are combined into the same IS
set. OASIS then uses a maximum likelihood algorithm,
described in Supplementary Methods, to determine the
edges of multicopy ISs based on conservation between
their surrounding regions.

To define the edges of single-copy ISs, we use an
approach first developed by IScan to find IRs around
the transposases, which are present for the majority of
ISs (15). Briefly, a Smith–Waterman alignment, with a
match score of 1, a mismatch penalty of �3 and a gap
penalty of �4, is performed comparing the region
upstream of the transposase (500 bp) with the reverse com-
plement of the downstream region (500 bp) and the
highest match with a score >10 is assumed to be the
pair of terminal IRs.
Multicopy ISs are also checked for IRs using a Smith–

Waterman alignment with the same parameters,
comparing the regions within 100 bp of each edge. If the
IRs disagree with the edges determined by the maximum
likelihood algorithm, the edges are changed to match the
IRs. If none are found, the region immediately inside the
IS is checked with a mismatch penalty of only �1, in case
OASIS had already identified the edges correctly.
As a result, each full-length IS is composed of a

transposase, a protein of one or more ORFs, and
upstream and downstream sequences defined as linker
regions, typically ranging from 0 to 500 bp. The extreme
edges of the IS can include a partially conserved IR on
each end ranging from 8 to 20 bp in length.

Figure 1. Flowchart portraying the full workflow of OASIS.
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Once groups of ISs are identified, BLASTN (NCBI) is
used with one example from each set of ISs, selected based
on the presence of inferred IRs and the mode length of the
ISs, against the genome sequence to identify missing and
partial copies of the IS (for which there is often no
transposase annotated). Thus, when present in multiple
copies OASIS finds partial ISs; it is not capable of
finding these small IS fragments when no intact copy
with an annotated transposase is present. Redundant
BLAST results within a set are filtered out. OASIS then
uses hierarchical agglomerative clustering to identify
groups of IS lengths, clustering together groups whose
mean lengths are closer than 100 bp apart. The mode
cluster is then assumed to be the true size of the IS and
any fragments that are shorter than that threshold or
600 bp are classified as partials. One intact ORF was
selected from each set of ISs and BLASTP was used
against the ISfinder database. If there were matches with
an e-value <10�12, the IS set is classified according to the
family and group of the best match, otherwise the IS set is
classified as ‘None’.
The final output of OASIS includes two files for each

annotated genome: a file in GFF format of the ISs in each
genome and each ISs characteristics, including the
chromosome ID, start and end positions, direction,
family and group, IRs (if found) and whether the
element is a partial element, and a file containing the nu-
cleotide sequence of each identified IS and the amino acid
sequence of each transposase in FASTA format.

Evaluation

The performance of OASIS was compared to IScan, using
ISfinder database as the benchmark annotation. Each
genome was then annotated using three methods:
OASIS, IScan and a BLASTN against ISfinder
database. OASIS was performed using its default
settings and IScan annotations were obtained by running
IScan with its default settings on each genome. IScan uses
BLAST with reference transposase sequences to find
transposases. In this run, we extracted the same reference
ISs as in the original IScan analysis (16). Benchmark an-
notations were obtained by mapping ISfinder sequences
onto genomes. BLASTN was used with ISfinder nucleo-
tide sequences to search genomes in the same genus as the
query sequence’s origin. BLAST hits with identity <90%
were removed, as were hits that were redundant (the starts
and ends are within 100 bp of others in the same genome).
Only 1311 of the genomes shared a genus with any
ISfinder element and were included in the evaluation
analysis.
Sensitivity and specificity were assessed by matching

elements between OASIS or IScan against the benchmark
data set of ISfinder. Partial and truncated ISs are usually
not annotated in ISfinder and thus were excluded from the
evaluation analysis. As edges could be mis-annotated
either by the BLAST from ISfinder or by one of the auto-
mated annotation methods, any elements that overlapped
were considered matches, though the effect of requiring
accurate matches is shown in Supplementary Figure S1.

OASIS+ data set

While OASIS found two-thirds of the ISs obtained by
mapping ISfinder elements back to genomes and found
nearly half as many new elements, there are many it did
not find (see ‘Discussion’ section). In order to make the
subsequent biological analysis as comprehensive as
possible, we combined the OASIS annotations with the
ISfinder annotations to form the OASIS+ data set. To
remove any redundancy between the annotation sets,
any copy in ISfinder that overlapped a copy in OASIS
was not included.

Phylogenetic analysis

Aligned 16S rRNA sequences were extracted from
Ribosomal Database Project Release 10 on 14
November 2011, by matching the genbank accession
number of each genome (18). For genomes that have
multiple annotated 16S sequences, the 16S sequence
from each genome with the highest average similarity to
all other 16S sequences was selected. In total, 1502 16S
sequences were extracted from RDP database and an
extra 195 sequences were aligned first and added to the
RDP alignment by ClustalW2 profile alignment (19).
Fourteen sequences were deleted due to poor quality of
the 16S sequences (e.g. multiple Ns) after manual verifica-
tion. An overall phylogeny of the 1682 genomes was con-
structed using Neighbor-joining method (20) and
displayed by Interactive Tree of Life (21). The complete
tabulation of IS family content per genome is available in
Supplementary Table S3.

We used SourceCluster, a pairwise distance test (22), to
test the non-randomness of IS distribution across genomes
for each family. The sum of all pairwise distances between
16S sequences of the genomes with at least one IS of that
family was calculated to represent the degree of clustering
effect. To generate a corresponding null distribution for
each family, 1000 Monte Carlo simulations were per-
formed by sampling the same number of pairs of
genomes randomly and the position of the test statistic
within the null distribution was used as the p-value.

IS content comparison for closely related genomes

To investigate shared IS content between closely related
genomes, we computed the numbers of matching ISs
between each pair of genomes whose 16S divergence is
<10%. Since the maximum 16S divergence within bacter-
ial species is commonly cited to be 3%, we conservatively
excluded genomes with 16S sequences that, on an average,
diverged >3% with other genomes in their species to
prevent cases of misannotation or poor alignments from
skewing our results (23). We used an alternative index
rather than the actual genomic position due to the lack
of consistency in nucleotide coordinates between even re-
cently diverged genomes. We considered ISs between two
genomes to match if their families are identical, their
lengths are within 200 bp of each other and if the ratio
of the Levenshtein edit distance (the number of insertions,
substitutions and deletions necessary to transform one
string into another (24) to the average length is <0.2.
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For each genome in the pair, we computed the number of
elements that match an element in the other genome. We
then fit the following logistic model:

pi,j ¼
1

1+e�zi,j

zi,j ¼ �0+�1 log10ðDi,jÞ+�2Si,j+BF

where pi,j is the probability an IS in one of the two
genomes i and j appears in the other, Di,j is the 16S
divergence between the genomes, Si,j is whether the two
genomes are the same species and �F is a coefficient
specific to that IS family. We added 0.0001 to the diver-
gence so that the logarithm could be taken, as the diver-
gence can be zero. We performed logistic regression with
the number of shared and lost elements in each pair as the
binomial response variables. A higher coefficient indicates
that a factor is associated with a higher probability of IS
sharing between two genomes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OASIS performance

A total number of 41 821 copies representing 6829 unique
IS sets were identified by OASIS in 1240 genomes out of
the 1737 analyzed (Table 1 and Figure 2). Among those,
16.4% of the unique IS sets are single-copy ISs. The re-
maining sets belong to multicopy ISs and comprise 97.3%
of the total copies, with the largest multicopy set in a
single genome containing 232 elements. OASIS took a
total of 9 h and 40min to annotate all 1737 genomes on
a 4-core 2.8-Ghz processor, with a maximum per-genome
running time of 6min.

To evaluate the performance of OASIS, we compared
the program’s annotation to those of IScan by testing each
against benchmark annotations obtained from the
ISfinder database. Given that many genomes are not rep-
resented in ISfinder, we considered sensitivity as a measure
of annotation accuracy. Within the 1311 benchmarked
genomes, OASIS found �66.0% of the 40 078 ISfinder
annotations, whereas IScan found only 8.5%. OASIS
and IScan frequently identify ISs in ISfinder but disagree
about the boundaries; OASIS annotated 42.3% of the
ISfinder annotations to within 10 bp of each edge, while
IScan found 3.1% at that error tolerance (the effect of
error tolerance on sensitivity is shown in Supplementary
Figure S1). The low sensitivity of IScan was not an artifact
of our execution of the software, as the number and

distribution of ISs qualitatively matches the previously
reported results (16,25). In addition, OASIS identified
14 264 ISs that were not present in ISfinder, which is
over half of the size of the database (Figure 3). We
manually validated the novel ISs in a subset of
data (1012 genomes, downloaded on February 2010) and
found that at least 85% of the 2625 unique IS types
contain real, intact transposes that had not submitted to
the ISfinder database, confirming the incompleteness of
ISfinder database. Interestingly, despite the great differ-
ence in numbers and sensitivity between OASIS and
IScan, IScan found 1146 ISfinder elements that OASIS
did not.
The sensitivities of both OASIS and IScan depend very

strongly on the genus of the annotated genome.
Supplementary Table S1 shows the individual sensitivities
for genera that include 10 or more genomes. IScan anno-
tations were most sensitive in Escherichia genomes, finding
25.1% of E. coli ISs, while finding no ISfinder elements
at all in several other large genera that contain ISs, such
as Streptococcus, Bacillus, Clostridium, Mycoplasma and
Mycobacterium. This specificity to particular taxa is likely

Figure 2. Venn diagram illustrating the identified number of ISs in
ISfinder, OASIS and IScan. OASIS found a total of 37 427 ISs
(in copy numbers) in the 1319 benchmarked genomes while IScan
only found 2902 ISs, demonstrating a better performance of OASIS
over IScan. In addition to identifying 18 112 ISfinder elements,
OASIS found 19 365 new ISs, indicating the advantage of OASIS in
finding novel ISs.

Table 1. The size and characteristics of the four sets of IS annotations in this analysis

Annotation set Number
of copies

Number
of sets

Number of
genomes

Number of
partial elements

% of partial
elements

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

OASIS 41 821 6829 1240 5655 13.5 66 54.7
IScan 3252 428 257 335 10.3 8.5 77.5
ISfinder BLAST 40 078 6012 932 10 584 26.4 – –
OASIS+ 56 786 10 529 1347 11 022 19.4 – –

OASIS+ is the combination of the OASIS and ISfinder data sets. ISfinder and OASIS+ have no sensitivity or specificity since ISfinder is our
benchmark and OASIS+ incorporates ISfinder.
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Figure 3. IS distribution across bacterial and archaeal genomes. (A) A neighbor-joining tree of 16S rDNA from 1682 completely sequenced bacterial
and archaeal genomes, colored by phylum (proteobacteria are separated by class). Length of colored bars outside the tree is proportional to the
numbers of ISs identified by OASIS+, colored by 26 IS families (ISNCY: not classified yet; None: no hit in ISfinder database). The OASIS+ data set
consists of the combined annotations of OASIS and a BLASTN from ISfinder (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section, complete data in Supplementary
Table S3). (B) A heatmap showing the non-random occurrence of each IS family across genomes. Genomes are ordered according to the 16S tree in
(A). The final four columns indicate the distribution of ISs present in the various data sets we compare.
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an artifact of IScan for identifying transposases, which
depends upon BLAST homology with selected reference
sequences (mostly from E. coli and other Proteobacteria).
In terms of the total number of annotations and sensitivity
to ISfinder, we found OASIS has better performance than
IScan overall and also within every genus with more than
10 genomes.

Both OASIS and IScan have a much lower rate of de-
tecting single-copy ISs than multicopy ISs, particularly at
annotating their edges accurately. They find 10.2 and
3.9% of single-copy ISs, respectively, whereas at an
error tolerance of 10 bp, these fall to only 6.0 and 1.3%.
OASIS outperforms IScan by using sequence conservation
between multiple copies to identify the edge of the
element, which gives a much higher signal. Among
elements that overlapped a benchmark element, OASIS
missed the edges of the benchmark by a median of 2 bp,
while IScan missed the edges by a median of 51 bp.

Despite the significant improvement of OASIS on IS
annotation, the major limitation of our program is that
it depends on the quality of NCBI annotation. Through
manual inspection, we found many elements do not have
annotated transposases in the NCBI genomes, which
makes OASIS incapable of identifying them as candidates.
OASIS is thus limited by the efficacy of transposase an-
notation and identification algorithms, which can be in-
accurate. Furthermore, that the sensitivity of OASIS

increases as the error tolerance increases indicates that
OASIS finds some elements but misannotates their
edges. It is also possible in some cases that the edges are
incorrectly annotated in the benchmark data set.

IS element abundance and distribution

For further analysis of broad-scale patterns of ISs across
bacteria and archaea we combined our OASIS annota-
tions of ISs with those already in ISfinder to generate a
collection, ‘OASIS+’, of 10 529 ISs (due to multicopy ISs,
56 786 elements in total) across 26 IS families (Table 2).
ISs appeared in 77.5% of the genomes, indicating a global
IS distribution across archaeal and bacterial domains
(Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S2). This result
concurs with the prevailing view of ISs being widespread
but absent from a moderate number of microbial
genomes (26); however, it is in contrast to the results
of IScan (Supplementary Figure S2). The proportion
of ISs identified across taxa varied substantially. Largely
due to the large number of sequenced genomes from these
groups, >60% of the ISs we found are from Proteo-
bacteria and �20% are from Firmicutes. For phyla that
have more than 10 genomes, the average number per
genome ranges from 15 to 50 except the Chlamydiae/
Verrucomicrobia and the Epsilonproteobacteria groups,
which have fewer than 3 ISs per genome on average.

Table 2. The size and prevalence of each family in OASIS+, sorted by the number of IS copies in each

Family Number
of copies

Number
of IS sets

Number
of genomes

Number of
genera

Number of
classes

Number of
phyla

Average copy
number

IS3 9630 1902 799 246 28 18 5.06
IS5 6692 1073 521 213 35 20 6.24
None 3951 742 483 237 40 22 5.32
IS110 3535 829 488 177 26 16 4.26
IS256 2890 512 337 131 25 16 5.64
IS200/IS605 2770 499 334 107 25 13 5.55
IS630 2721 424 252 126 23 11 6.42
ISL3 2262 426 268 85 19 12 5.31
IS1 2247 152 110 27 11 7 14.78
IS4 2245 521 295 118 21 12 4.31
IS21 2225 386 251 115 18 12 5.76
IS481 1984 270 207 96 17 10 7.35
IS30 1916 355 259 76 15 8 5.4
IS66 1654 360 204 87 17 9 4.59
IS1182 1564 292 224 95 16 9 5.36
ISAs1 1143 259 136 47 12 7 4.41
IS1380 1075 133 106 52 13 6 8.08
IS982 907 133 100 45 16 11 6.82
IS701 882 126 91 57 18 11 7
IS1634 862 140 89 54 20 11 6.16
IS6 725 219 177 60 18 12 3.31
IS1595 674 162 117 52 11 7 4.16
ISNCY 660 182 148 80 22 13 3.63
IS607 498 178 94 42 18 12 2.8
ISH3 491 62 25 10 4 3 7.92
IS91 314 94 72 35 13 6 3.34
Tn3 213 85 72 47 8 4 2.51
ISAzo13 56 13 13 9 7 5 4.31
OASIS+ 56 786 10 529 1347 448 50 26 5.39
All – – 1737 563 58 30 –

Note that many ISs had families that could not be identified and were recorded as None. The OASIS+ row describes the total number of taxa that
contain ISs, while the ‘All’ row represents the total number of taxa used in the analysis.
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In addition, our results show no ISs in the 13 genomes in
Buchnera or the 12 genomes in Prochlorococcus, which is
consistent with previous reports (27). This indicates the
absence of ISs in reduced genomes, which is consistent
with previous observations (28–32).
Given that certain phyla, particularly those with smaller

genomes, have few IS elements we directly explored the
effect of genome size on IS number and density in the
OASIS+ data set. In a previous study of ISs in 262
genomes, a positive correlation was found between IS
content and genome size, which they attributed to the
lower density of essential genes and thus of deleterious
insertion sites (26). In the OASIS+ data, we found a
positive Spearman’s coefficient of 0.46 (p& 0) between
each genome’s length and its number of ISs, though this
is weaker than the correlation found earlier using fewer
genomes (Figure 4). Much of this correlation is driven by
the rarity of ISs in small genomes: the correlation among
genomes of length >2Mb drops to just 0.21. The previous
study also discovered a correlation between IS density and
genome length. While we discovered a weak correlation
between density and length (Spearman’s r=0.25, p=0),
it was entirely due to the rarity of ISs in small genomes.
The correlation drops to �0.040 when only genomes
>2Mb are considered. This suggests that ISs have diffi-
culty surviving in genomes <2Mb, but that the density of
ISs permitted does not further increase for genomes
>2MB.

Beyond considering IS prevalence as a whole, we also
determined that there is some degree of clade specificity
and a non-random distribution for nearly every individual
IS family (Figure 3B and Supplementary Table S3). IS
families differ greatly in both their frequency and diversity
of hosts, appearing in as few as 13 genomes (ISAzo13) to
as many as 799 genomes (IS3) (Table 2). Each IS family
also differs in its copy number per IS set (unique IS type).
For example, IS1 has an average of 14.8 copies per set
while Tn3 (technically a transposon that has additional
passenger genes, but it is treated as an IS family by
ISfinder) has an average of only 2.5 copies per set, sug-
gesting different replicative transposition rates across dif-
ferent types of ISs. Interestingly, several families were
limited to only a single domain. IS1380, Tn3, ISAs1 and
IS30 were present only in bacterial genomes, and IS3,
despite being the most abundant IS family, was absent
in all archaeal genomes except two. On the other hand,
ISH3 was found only in Archaea. To statistically examine
the clustering effects of IS families, we applied phylogen-
etic clustering analysis to compare the average pairwise
distance of 16S sequences within each IS family and test
it against a null distribution (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section). Consistent with the above observations, the
results showed 22 out of 26 families are significantly
phylogenetically clustered (p< 0.05) (Supplementary
Table S4), indicating a non-random distribution of ISs
across genomes. This non-random distribution of ISs

Figure 4. Plot of genome length versus number of ISs per genome, (Spearman’s r=0.459, p& 0). A best-fit line from a linear regression is shown,
but it captures relatively little of the variation present (slope 8.42, R2=0.074). Note that the y axis is restricted to 100 for clarity, though some points
lie above the plot’s range.
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across genomes might be due to either boundaries to suc-
cessful horizontal transfer, distinct selective forces faced
by different IS families in different taxa, or recent emer-
gence and insufficient time to equilibrate across taxa.

IS element survival in closely related genomes

The large number of taxa in our OASIS+ data set that
represent closely related genomes (strains within the
same species or genus) allowed us to address the extent
to which IS turnover is seen at a finer scale. Previous
studies have determined that IS counts can vary widely
even between closely related genomes (26,33,34). Most
of these studies concluded that ISs are short lived in
natural lineages and that rapid HGT is required for
them to persist. To investigate the short-term proliferation
and survival of ISs, we compared the fraction of ISs
shared in each pair of closely related genomes with their
16S divergence. The results show that the probability of an
IS being shared between genomes decreases dramatically
with increasing 16S distance: an IS has a 35.1% chance of
being shared between two genomes that have identical 16S
sequences, while it has only a 0.13% chance of being
shared between two genomes with 9–10% 16S sequence
divergence. Also notably, the probability of an IS being
shared between two genomes in the same species is 24.7%,
while two genomes of different species within 10% 16S
divergence have only a 2.2% chance of being shared.
Figure 5 compares the divergence between each genomic
pair to the percentage of ISs shared between them, for
both intraspecies and interspecies pairs and shows that
probability of sharing decreases very quickly with
increasing divergence. This rapid decrease in shared IS
content during the early divergence of genomes could be

due to a decline in the probability of vertical inheritance or
in the chance of being acquired horizontally. Figure 5 also
shows for a given degree of 16S sequence divergence, pairs
of taxa that are defined as the same species have more
similar IS content than if they are defined as different
species. As an example, the probability of an IS being
shared between two Escherichia genomes is 17.4% and
the probability of being shared between two Shigella
genomes is 41.1%, while the probability of being shared
between an Escherichia genome and a Shigella genome is
only 4.7%. Shigella is a polyphyletic genus completely
within the Escherichia genus (35) (the average 16S diver-
gence between the two genera is 1.6%), so the difference in
IS content might reflect biological differences rather than
just the time since divergence.
In order to quantify the effect of these factors on the

probability of shared IS content, we performed logistic
regression to predict the proportion of matched IS
copies between two genomes, using the log of the 16S
distance, IS family and whether a pair was within a
single species. Different IS families have very different
probabilities of being shared between closely related
genomes (Supplementary Table S5). Families such as
IS1595 and IS1380 were particularly likely to appear in
multiple closely related genomes, while families such as
IS91, Tn3 and IS66 were unlikely to be shared. While
the log genomic distance was found to have a very signifi-
cant effect, particularly important was whether the two
genomes were considered to be part of the same species
(p& 0). The intraspecies factor had a logistic regression
coefficient of 1.85±0.01, which can be interpreted as an
odds ratio of e1.85=6.36, indicating that there is a strong
effect of being defined as part of the same species on top of
the effect of the pairwise 16S distance. The wide range of

Figure 5. A plot of the probability of two genomes sharing an IS copy compared to their 16S distance, for: (A) intraspecies and (B) interspecies
pairs. An average using a Nadaraya–Watson kernel smoother with a bandwidth of 1% is shown in red. Note that at all 16S sequence distances the
intraspecies value remains at least 2-fold higher than interspecies.
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coefficients among IS families shows that family does have
a large effect on the probability of being shared, suggest-
ing that elements in different families have different
probabilities of net gain or loss.
Part of the difference causing certain IS families to be

shared across closely related genomes can be attributed to
their differing copy numbers, For example, the IS family
with the lowest average copy number, Tn3, has one of
the lowest coefficients in the regression and there-
fore the lowest probability of IS sharing. Also important
is the effect of sequencing bias, as a family’s presence in
highly sequenced taxa allows its shared presence in closely
related pairs to be observed. While the effects of distance
and species are controlled for in the logistic regression, the
highly sequenced taxa can still inflate the estimates. For
example, IS1380 has one of the highest coefficients in the
regression, but >80% of the pairs that share IS1380
elements are within closely related genomes in the
Acetobacter pasteurianus or Streptococcus pneumonia
species. If those species had not been highly sequenced
the tendency would not have been discovered. However,
other families, such as IS256 and IS200/605, are found to
have shared pairs in a wider variety of taxa. OASIS might
also be capable of annotating some families more accur-
ately than others, as its accuracy is affected by the
properties such as the presence of IRs and the level of
conservation between copies. The various reasons that
IS families have different rates of being shared across
closely related genomes deserves further study.

CONCLUSIONS

As the sequencing technology progresses, the need for
user-friendly, high-throughput annotation systems con-
tinues to grow. We developed OASIS, an automated an-
notation system for ISs, which is capable not only of
providing detailed IS information for a single genome,
but also of annotating thousands of genomes within
hours. A tradeoff inherent to computationally efficient
automated annotation at this scale is that, although
OASIS fares better than previous software platforms,
some ISs present in the manually curated ISfinder
database were missed. In developing our algorithms we
erred on the side of caution, trying to minimize false posi-
tives so that these would not be further propagated.
By applying OASIS for high-throughput IS annotation

across genomes, this study examined IS evolution at both
broad and narrow phylogenetic scales. Looking across
all taxa, we revealed a nearly global distribution of ISs
across both Bacteria and Archaea and a non-randomness
of IS family distribution across taxa. Interestingly, with
the fuller OASIS+data set it becomes clear that, although
small genomes <2Mb have relatively few ISs, beyond this
size the density of ISs per genome size is relatively
constant. The clearest finding of ISs versus genome size;
however, is just how large the variation is for any given
genome size, in accord with the variance previously noted
within a single species (31). At a finer scale of closely
related genomes, we found that the probability of an IS
being present drops precipitously, indicating either rapid

loss and/or emergence of increasing barriers to successful
exchange across diverging lineages. We also found, to our
surprise, that for a given 16S divergence, strains con-
sidered to be of the same species have greater IS content
similarity than strains that are named as different species.
This perhaps suggests that our current bacterial taxonomy
manages to capture some real differences, at least as far as
they relate to differential exchange and survival of ISs
conditions and thresholds relevant for IS survival and
horizontal transfer. The availability of the OASIS
platform will hopefully aid in future work to tease apart
the individual contributions of IS loss and exchange that
give rise to these global patterns and to explore other bio-
logical and evolutionary characteristics of ISs.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–5, Supplementary Figures 1 and
2 and Supplementary Methods.
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